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Aided Thermodynamic Tables 3 -- CATT3Q: Could anyone shed light on different
methods of setting up a UTB in a non-LVM environment? Specifically, I am looking to

set up a seperate storage pool using mdadm and XFS, and here is where I am with it: I
am using Ubuntu 14.04. I have a single disk with two partitions (sda1 and sda2): sda1

is a 10GB partition, and sda2 is a 2TB partition. Using GParted, I created a boot
partition of about 1GB, and a separate storage pool of 300GBs, which would be sda3. I
still have sda1 and sda2, and they have 100GBs of free space between them, so I can
remove the storage pool from sda2 and merge sda1 and sda2 together. But I do not

know how to make the storage pool a part of sda3 without destroying sda3 in the
process. I do not know where the correct location of the configuration file is for

mdadm, but I am using the UUID for sda2, sda3, and sda5. Here is a screenshot of my
partitions: I was able to create the UUID for the storage pool using blkid, but it was

only a single UUID, which probably did not indicate which partition was it on. A: I tried
many different solutions, but it seems that the simplest method is as follows: Create a

boot partition of about 1GB, and then add sda3 to the boot partition and grow it, so
that it is exactly the same size as sda1 and sda2. Then, delete sda1, remove sda2 and

merge it to sda3. This method, however, failed when I tried to install a fresh copy of
Windows 8
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